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NEWSLETTER  
QUARANTINE SPECIAL #2 (OCTOBER 2020) 

 
Although meetings have been interrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the Southern Arizona Beekeepers Association’s leadership wants to 
offer additional content in newsletter format. 
 
We hope that you find the information to be educational and 
entertaining, and welcome feedback to the editor at 
treasurer@southernazbeekeepers.org 
 
The newsletter is planned to be released every other month, on the date 
of the cancelled meetings, until quarantine ends. If there is enough 
interest, the newsletter may continue even after meetings resume. 

 

mailto:treasurer@southernazbeekeepers.org
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ABOUT SAZBA 
Our goals are to teach and encourage better methods 
among the beekeepers of Southern Arizona (Pima, 
Cochise and Santa Cruz), to promote cooperation and 
sharing, to reach a common understanding regarding 
our problems and their solutions, and to stimulate the 
interest of the general public in the advantages and 
benefits of beekeeping. 

We encourage the study and research in Apiculture 
with an eye towards better methodology, increased 
production, public safety, and improved marketing. 

We participate in outreach activities including special 
events and visiting schools to teach and inform the 
general public relating to honey bees and the 
beekeeping industry. 

If you have any questions about what we do, our 
mission, or just general beekeeping questions, please 
reach out. 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

MEETINGS 
 
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the Southern 
Arizona Beekeepers Association is postponing all 
member meetings until further notice. 
 
Your officers are looking into potential outdoor meeting 
locations, dependent on the state of the pandemic and 
general public response guidelines. 

  

OFFICERS 
 
President 
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Vice President 
Tom Chester 

Secretary 
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Treasurer 
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Webmaster 
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Directors 
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CALL FOR 
CONTENT 
We are especially looking for contributors for 
reporting “state of the hive” information in their 
area. While the information is anecdotal, you 
would be surprised how useful the information 
can be to others in your area! 
 
The content of this newsletter will focus on 
individual experiences, lessons learned, local 
conditions, personal reflections, and other 
subjective experiences. 
 
Therefore, if you’d like to contribute to the 
newsletter, email the editor at 
treasurer@southernazbeekeepers.org. 
 
Regular columns will also be maintained by 
your officers. 

  
 

  

STATE OF THE HIVE 
OCTOBER 

Region Seen in 
Bloom 

Watching 
for bloom 

Recommendation Notes Contributors 

NW (Avra 
Valley) 

Burroweed 
Desertbroom 

 Feed 
carbohydrates 
Supply water 

Watch for  
late swarming 

Bob Baskin 

NE (Oracle) 
 
 

     

Central 
(Tucson) 

Texas 
Ranger 
Desertbroom 

 Supply water Watch for late 
swarming 

Peter 
Underwood 

SW 
(Sahuarita, 
Three 
points) 

     

SE (Vail) Burroweed 
Desertbroom 
Telegraph 
Plant 
Goldeneye 

 Feed 
carbohydrates 

Hives brooding well.  
Drones present. 

Alan Hillhouse 

Your experiences/data are valuable to us. Please let us know if you can contribute to the state of the hive. 

mailto:treasurer@southernazbeekeepers.org
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EXPERIMENTS AND 
EXPERIENCES 
THE LITTLE NUC THAT COULD 

 
This week’s Author: Peter Underwood 

  

  

  
 
This edition’s Experiments and Experiences is a special short story by Peter, included at the end of the 
newsletter. 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

Skip to the story 
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BEE-GINNERS 
ADVICE FOR NEW BEEKEEPERS 
 
Author: Tom Chester 
 

 
 

Advice for New Beekeepers 
 
I have kept bees since 1996—in the city of San 
Francisco itself, the high desert of southern Oregon, 
damp and cloudy Portland, and now the Sonoran 
Desert. Until I moved to Tucson, I typically had about 
two dozen colonies most years. Despite (or because 
of) this experience, I still consider myself a beginning 
beekeeper.  
 
 

  

  

I have come to realize the truth of the axiom that like politics all beekeeping is local. Every place is 
distinctive, differing in things like sources of nectar and pollen throughout the year, climate (including 
special issues like heat, cold, and dampness), laws and other regulations, predators, sources of bees 
and queens, and availability of classes and other ways to learn about beekeeping.  
 

 

UNIVERSAL PRINCIPALS FOR BEGINNERS 
 
Even with these differences, there are a few universal principles that are important for those starting out 
with bees to keep in mind. 
 

• Beekeeping is like chess: while it is deceptively simple and the principles fairly easy to learn, the 
subtleties require a lifetime to apprehend. 

• For your first few years having bees, your main goal is to keep your colonies alive while you learn the 
basics.  

• Having bees is fairly easy. Keeping them is difficult, damned difficult. Despite your best efforts, you likely 
will lose some colonies, maybe all. 

• The second year of beekeeping is harder than the first. 

• Beekeeping is not magical, nor is beekeeping a greater path to enlightenment than is breeding cats or 
selling life insurance. 

• Bees are livestock, and you are going to kill quite a few. 

• Bees don’t know their keeper. 

• Bees cannot sense your fear or lack of it. 

• Bees do almost nothing invariably. 

 

In addition to these principles, there are some things you can do to increase your chances for success. 
They will be the subject of an article or two in future newsletters.  

 

“Don’t try this at home boys and girls” 
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The Little Nuc That 
Could 

Challenges of a Late Spring Split 
 

I think I can, I think I can … 
Splitting colonies can be done in many 
ways and are a wonderful method to 
become a self-sustaining beekeeper.  In 
early spring, just before swarm season 
starts in earnest, making a split can be a 
rather simple affair of stealing a couple of 
frames of brood and bees with cells 
containing eggs from an overwintered 
colony and putting those frames in a 
nucleus box (“nuc” - 4 or 5 frame hive 
body).  In southern Arizona, this process 
is somewhat challenged by lack of 
available queens at that time of year.  
With Africanized honey bees predominant in our area, letting the nuc split requeen itself and 
open mate is not desirable.  The resulting colony will almost certainly take on Africanized 
genetics and start a path towards aggressive behaviors. In Wisconsin, where I learned 
beekeeping, open mating of splits was the norm and it simplified the process. 
Starting a split in late spring or summer is a bit more challenging.  While one might be able to 
purchase a European genetics queen, nurturing a small colony once the main nectar flow is 
coming to an end presents difficulty for a colony to grow and mature successfully enough to 
make it through the upcoming winter.  As the certainty of a summer nectar dearth arrives, 
robbing of a small split is a real concern.  Wax production will also fall off after the spring 
nectar flow as well.  While feeding a colony sugar syrup or protein supplements can give the 
bees some resources to work from, there are certain annual cycles of brood and wax 
production that can’t fully be turned around simply by feeding bees. 
With those caveats in mind, I had the opportunity to make a split in early June from an 
overwintered colony that was well populated.  The colony was 
owned by Brad, a SAZBA member I have been mentoring 
some and who lives in my neighborhood.  I decided to take on 
the challenge of this late spring split even though we were 
coming through a record hot month of May here in Tucson, with 
the added complexity of nurturing this split just a city block 
away from the parent colony. 
 
The plan all along was to allow the colony to requeen itself 
from fertile eggs provided with the split frames.  The hope 
being that this second generation European queen would 
provide some docile genetics to the resulting colony.  Heck, the 
split was going to be nurtured just a block from the parent 
colony and another European queen led colony of Brad’s, so 
maybe some of the drones mating with this new queen-to-be 
would even come from that docile stock.  I would also have the The original nucleus  

(5-frame) split colony 
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option of requeening the open mated split once purchasing a European queen became more 
of an option during the summer. 
 
So, follow along as I present excerpts from my inspection notes of this topsy-turvy wild ride of 
a late spring split that I knew would be a bit of an uphill battle.  It made me think of the old 
fairytale “The Little Engine that Could.”  I thought I could do it, but I knew there would be 
challenges.   
 
June 4th: Made a split using 4 frames of bees and brood and eggs from Brad’s well-populated 

docile colony that is headed by a European genetics queen obtained by SAZBA 
President Monica King the previous year.  Frames had lots of honey, nectar, and 
pollen resources, but, not wanting to depopulate brad’s colony too much, I didn’t get 
quite as many young nurse bees as I would have liked to – only about 2 frames of 
bees total on those 4 frames – still adequate to start a split.  I think I can make this 
split work! 
 

June 7th: Checking for queen cells.  Success! 5 queen cells with 2 
already capped. The capped queen cells did not look robust 
though, pretty early to be capped anyway as the workers 
must have used 2-day old larvae to get them capped this 
early – not ideal in terms of developing a robust queen. 
 
CHALLENGE #1 – a depopulated split.  My preference is to 
always take a split a couple miles away from the parent 
colony.  There was no doubt that many of the workers would 
easily find their way to their original home just a block away 
and since I didn’t get as many young nurse bees who would 
stick around, as expected I already had a very small 
population of bees to support this split – yet, there was 
emerging brood, so I had hopes that there would be enough 
bees being born to support the colony. 
 

June 15th: Final queen cell check.  Now the colony has 6 robust capped queen cells.  
Interestingly, the 2 measly looking capped queen cells from June 7th inspection had 
been dismantled by the workers themselves, leaving them with 6 nice looking 
capped and fairly mature queen cells that would likely see queen emergence in a 
couple days.  The population of bees in the split has stabilized with the emerging 
brood. I think I can, I think I can … 
 
CHALLENGE #2 – the record heat of this late spring is no doubt daunting for the 
bees.  This small colony doesn’t have the population to support droves of water 
collecting bees, although within hours of the split being set up they readily found a 
great water source – my backyard pool!  I was constantly fishing workers out of the 
pool near drowning as they attempted to collect water from the ladder going into the 
pool (totally ignoring the nice chicken waterer I had set up in that same flight path – 
the bees knew better, the pool water was much cooler than that in the chicken 
waterer).  While I set up the split in all-day dappled shade, they sat next to the metal 
wall surrounding my property that emitted so much heat it collected from the sun 
that I had to move the nuc box another foot away and put some plywood to 
separate them from that sizzling metal wall. 

3 of the capped 

queen cells 
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BEE ODDITIES – on June 17th, about the day predicted by 
bee math I would have expected first possible 
queen emergence I found a dead virgin queen on 
the nuc box landing board.  Not something of 
concern to me as there is expected to be battles 
amongst the emerging virgins or workers 
dispatching the non-essential virgins in the 
selection process for that final queen.  I had a bit 
more concern on June 21st though when there 
was a little bee die off with a dozen or so dead 
bees on the landing board.  Still, it could simply 
be from now having enough workers to clean up 
the natural bee losses and it has been extremely 
hot and dry so far this late spring, so some 
excess death might be expected.  Still, I had to 
worry about an unnoticed robbing event that 
killed some bees from this colony that was not 
strong enough to protect itself from interlopers. 
 

July 1st: I am a beekeeper who is loath to inspect colonies from the time of possible queen 
emergence until there should be a mated and laying queen.  That is approximately 
20 days from the date of first capped queen cells.  The 20 days allows for 8 days 
from capped queen cell to emergence and then it gives the queen about 7 days to 
physically and sexually mature and then another 5 days to get mated and start 
laying. 
 
There are quite number of delicate activities going on in the hive as the new virgins 
emerge and the virgins battle and the workers participate in the selection of the final 
queen to lead the colony.  A recent study showed that beekeeper inspections during 
this time frame inhibit queen piping – that special communication of toots from an 
emerged queen and quacks from queens still sealed in 
their cells.  This piping activity is crucial in the timing of 
each virgin queen emergence and that final queen 
selection process.   
 
CHALLENGE #3 - I don’t think I can??  And a big challenge 
it was, as on this inspection I found no evidence of a 
queen: no new eggs or brood and did not find the queen 
herself – and it should be easy to spot her in such a small 
colony.  The nail in the coffin though was I clearly had 
laying workers syndrome – that dreaded occurrence where 
infertile workers in a queenless colony develop their ovaries 
and start laying only drone eggs haphazardly throughout 
the colony – easily recognized by seeing multiple eggs in 
individual cells and eggs placed on the side walls of cells 
as opposed to the proper queen laying of a single egg 
smack in the middle bottom of a cell.  Laying workers 
syndrome (plural because there are always multiple 

Laying workers 

syndrome – note 

multiple eggs in cells 

and on side of cell 

walls 

Dead virgin queen bee – note 

carnage from either battle with 

another virgin or rough handling 

by workers dragging her out of 

the colony – missing antenna, 

chewed up wings, missing parts 

of legs 
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workers that are the culprits) is very difficult to turn around.  These colonies will not 
accept an introduced queen and tend to be stubborn in not making any further 
attempts to make a queen for the colony.  There are some maneuvers one can 
make to try to solve laying workers syndrome, many being futile efforts.  Likely the 
most successful method is to introduce frames with brood and fertile eggs from 
another colony weekly until the introduced brood hopefully slows or halts workers 
from laying and they lose their stubborn streak and make their own queen from the 
fertile eggs provided on the frame.  That is the tack I took.  I think I can turn this split 
around … 
 

July 3rd: Added a frame of brood and eggs obtained from Brad’s second European queen led 
colony. 
 
CHALLENGE #4 – checked on the colony a week later and no queen cells to be 
found, still laying workers syndrome evident by seeing cells with multiple eggs per 
cell haphazardly placed. 
 

July 13th: Added another frame of brood and eggs, this time from SAZBA Officer Randy 
Wells who graciously donated the resource from one of his European queen led 
colonies - and quite gracious as his colony was not that strong due to now long 
lasting nectar dearth of this monsoon-less and record hot summer. 
 
CHALLENGE #5 & #6 – checked on the colony 4 days & 7 days later and still no 
queen cells made by the worker bees.  So, the bees are still stubbornly maintaining 
queenlessness in that bizarre suicidal colony decision process that comes about 
with laying workers syndrome.  The second major challenge for this split is that we 
are now in full on dearth with such hot and dry conditions that no bees in the area 
are finding adequate forage.  This is a double-edged sword for this colony as it sets 
them up for further robbing potential since they are a weak colony and it will require 
that I feed them to give them some sustenance, but this furthers the risk of robbing 
that could be the colonies certain demise. 
 
I think I can, I think I can … it seems the introduction of this second brood frame has 
quelled the laying workers syndrome as there were no more eggs to be found 
throughout the colony – just random drone cells being capped from the laying 
worker eggs placed in the preceding couple of weeks.  This means I might have a 
chance, though slim, to introduce a mated queen to the colony and they MIGHT 
accept her. 
 

July 26th: Still no evidence of any continued laying workers syndrome.  Added a frame of 
brood and a mated queen purchased from SAZBA President Monica King.  The 
queen wasn’t a pure bred European queen, but only a generation or so of local 
open mating produced her, and she seemed to be producing docile offspring.  I 
used a push-in cage method of queen introduction to slowly introduce her to this 
colony – letting them “get to know her from a distance” for a week before I let her 
out of the cage. 
 
I think I can, I think I can … a week later, July 31st, I let the queen out of the caged 
area and she was immediately groomed and fed by the workers around her (see the 
queen release yourself on this short video – bonus points if you note the somewhat 
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unique event a little after 3 minutes into the video!: https://youtu.be/WI46WOiE8es).  
The gentle treatment by workers 
around her could be a sign that 
she would be accepted by the 
colony!  They didn’t kill her outright 
in any case, so I took this as an 
optimistic sign, just like The Little 
Engine That Could. 
 
CHALLENGE #7 – Though it 
looked as though the queen might 
be accepted by the colony, an 
inspection a week later found no 
evidence of this introduced queen 
and not an egg to be found 
throughout the split – so the 
colony dispatched this introduced queen even though they originally seemed to be 
kind to her. 

 
Aug 7th:  I think I can, I think I can … interestingly, although they did not accept this 

introduced queen after a week-long push-in cage introduction method, the workers 
did decide to make 3 queen cells from eggs/larvae that were previously under the 
push-in cage.  So, maybe they were getting past their suicidal tendency and 
deciding they wanted to make their own queen rather than accept the one I gave 
them! 
 

Aug 27th: Again, reluctant to inspect a colony during the period from possible queen 
emergence to when she would be laying I waited 20 days from when I saw these 
capped queen cells to do my final inspection of the final effort to try to nurture this 
split, started some 3 months ago. 
 
I THOUGHT I COULD, I THOUGHT I COULD! … upon this final inspection, I found 
a beautiful mated queen and a couple patches of eggs in an appropriate laying 
pattern for a mated queen.  She had likely only been laying for a day or 2 when I did 
this inspection, but FINALLY the colony was queenright and had a chance for 
survival. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

3 queen cells circled in blue, inside the area marked in 

yellow where push-in queen cage had been 

Finally – a mated and laying queen! 

https://youtu.be/WI46WOiE8es
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The Challenges Ahead: 
 

While queenright now, this late spring split had now morphed into a late summer split – even 
more challenging from a survival standpoint.  The colony population was quite depleted from 
having been without a proper queen for months and the last brood frame introduction long 
ago has all emerged.  It will be a solid 20 days until any new brood from the new queen are 
emerging.  In that time the population will continue to dwindle, possibly to the point of not 
having enough bees to take care of the new queen’s brood and certainly not enough bees to 
forage and build more comb for the queen to lay in.  The summer heat and nectar dearth 
continue, so feeding will be a necessity for colony survival, yet now in late summer the risk for 
robbing of this tiny colony is huge, so the road ahead is uncertain.  I may try to find another 
frame of brood from yet another beekeeping buddy, but many beekeepers are struggling with 
their own weak colonies from this crazy hot and dry summer. 
Still, with the optimism fostered by the fairytale of The Little Engine That Could, this little split 
has gotten past many challenges of a late spring split and now having successfully produced 
a queen, it has a chance for survival.  A fun summer project and, as always with beekeeping, 
a wonderful learning experience and entertaining time of watching nature at work in my 
backyard. 
 
Thanks go out to Brad, Monica, and Randy who kindly contributed the bees for the original 
split and frames of brood for this little project. 
 


